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Good evening. 

 

Question:  “Is it all right to start a meditation by reading your writings?” 

 

Answer:  Yes, it is all right to start a meditation by reading the Bible or by reading any of the 

Infinite Way writings and going from there into a contemplative form of meditation. Now the 

contemplative form of meditation is the starting point for all meditation. That doesn't mean that 

there aren't those who are already adept in meditation, who already have mastered the art of 

meditation, who no longer have to use the contemplative form as a starter. But these are few and 

far between, and if there be one among you such, you can disregard this. 

 

But otherwise, I would suggest that after you have read for a few moments or minutes, probably 

until some particular thought comes uppermost in your mind. Then, you put the book aside and 

begin a contemplative meditation. And that means to contemplate some Truth. And you can start 

with the Truth that has appeared to you through what you've read. Perhaps you have read until 

you are arrested by a certain statement, until you are brought up short with a certain statement, 

and then you stop to meditate on that statement. 

 

Let us take one. “Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.” Now let us contemplate that for 

a moment. Where the spirit of the Lord is. Now where is the spirit of the Lord? Where is the spirit 

of the Lord? And naturally, it's where I am. If I mounted up to heaven, I'd find the spirit of the 

Lord there. If I made my bed in hell, I'd find the spirit of the Lord there. If I walk through the 

valley of the shadow of death, I will find the spirit of the Lord. Therefore, the Lord is where I am. 

The Lord fills all space. The Presence of God fills all space. Therefore, it fills this space where I 

am. And even more particularly than that, the kingdom of God is within me. So the Presence of 

God is within me. The Presence of God is within me, closer than breathing, within me. The spirit 

of God is within me, and the spirit of God, it is where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty. 

Here, where I am, the spirit of the Lord is. And where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty, so 

right here, where I am, there is liberty. I cannot be bound. I cannot be limited. I cannot be 

circumscribed. For where God is, I am, and where God is, there is liberty. There is freedom, 

peace, fulfillment. 

 

In thy Presence is fulfillment. In thy presence is where I am. Thy Presence is within me. 

Therefore, here where I am is fulfillment. I need not go to holy mountains. I need not go to holy 

temples. I need not go to holy men. Here where I am is the presence of the Lord, and where the 

presence of the Lord is, there is my freedom, my joy, my peace, my abundance. If I do not find it 

here where I am, I will not find it anywhere. For where the spirit of the Lord is, is where I must 

find it. But I must find the spirit of the Lord where I am. Omnipresence. Omnipresence. All 

Presence. The Presence of God where I am. 

 

And usually by this time, you have so thoroughly contemplated that idea of Omnipresence of the 

spirit of the Lord where I am that you settle down into a peace and perhaps for ten, twenty, thirty 

seconds, you don't think at all. You're just there in a stillness. Your ears are open, as if you were 

saying, “speak Lord, thy servant heareth. I am listening for thy Voice,” and it may only be five, 

ten, twenty seconds of a complete silence or stillness, and your meditation is complete for this 

moment. You can now feel that you have opened yourself to the Presence of God. You have 



contemplated the Presence of God. You have realized the Presence, and now you can go on and 

do whatever it is you have to do. 

 

Now, on another occasion, let us say that as parents or grandparents, you are responsible for your 

children or your children's children, and it is natural that you wish to place them in God's care. 

Now remember this. Without this, they are not in God's care. If all children were in God's care, 

there would be no accidents. If all children were in God's care, there'd be no disease. If all 

children were in God's care, there'd by no kidnappings. There'd be no atrocities. So you can be 

sure of this that all children are not in God's care, and that is what Paul tells us that the creature is 

not under “the law of God, neither indeed can be.” But, if so the spirit of God dwell in you, then 

do you come under the law of God, so that you knowing this now wish to bring your children, 

your child, those responsible to whom you are responsible into and under the care of God and the 

love of God. And so you sit down for a contemplative meditation, which is going to be followed 

by that few seconds or a minute of waiting for God to place the seal on your meditation. 

 

And so, your contemplative meditation might run like this. Whether shall I flee from thy 

Presence? Whether shall my children flee from thy Presence? Thy Presence fills all space. Thy 

kingdom of God, thy kingdom is within the very consciousness of my child and my children. God 

is dwelling in his kingdom. He is dwelling in my children. My children are the abiding place for 

God. Their minds are temples of God. Their bodies are temples of God, and God is in his 

dwelling place. Whither so ever my children go, the Lord says, “I will never leave thee nor 

forsake thee.” 

 

Wherever my children go, the Lord says, “I am with thee. I was with thee before Abraham was. I 

will be with thee unto the end of the world.” The spirit of the Lord God dwelleth in these 

children. The spirit of the Lord God is the very breath of their being, the very life of their being 

and of their body, the very intelligence of their mind. God envelops them, for God is in them, and 

they are in God. In thy Presence is fullness of life, and these children are in the presence of God, 

for God is in them, and they are in God. 

 

And wherever they go, the place whereon they stand will be holy ground. In the home, in the 

garden, out in the street, on the road, in school, the place whereon they stand is holy ground. They 

cannot stray from the loving arms of their Father, for God is their Father. God is their Father. God 

it is who gave us these children, and God is the ever loving, ever protective Father and 

underneath are the everlasting arms. 

 

Children, wherever thou beest, thou art in the kingdom of God, and the kingdom of God is within 

you. Children, God is thy Father. Hold His hand. Feel His loving Presence, wherever you are. 

Remember, you and your heavenly Father are one, inseparable, indivisible. Therefore, you cannot 

stray from his Presence. Whether at home, whether in school, whether at work, remember, 

children, consciously remember God is your Father, and God walks with you and talks with you, 

wherever you are. Just listen for the still, small Voice that is within you, and you will be guided 

and instructed and protected. 

 

And remember that all whom you meet, all whom you meet remember God is also their Father. 

No matter whether they know it or not. No matter whether the world calls them good or calls 

them bad, you, children, you must remember God is their Father, and God is their loving parent, 

and they are never outside of God's loving Grace, any more than you are. For we are all members 

of one household, all members of one family, and God is in you, and you are in God, and God is 

in your neighbor, and your neighbor is in God, and we are all one. 

 



And by this time, you have contemplated quite a bit along this line of Oneness, Divinity. And 

now you can say, “speak Lord, thy servant heareth.” And then wait in silence. And pretty soon 

you'll feel that breath, that deep breath, or that release, or that feeling God is on the scene, or you 

may even hear a voice. And then you will know that your meditation for that time is complete.  

 

Well, perhaps with your next meditation, you have some form of illness to take up for somebody, 

and so again, you read a little while. And if you are reading the Infinite Way writings, you'll 

probably very quickly come to some statement that will reassure you that there is but one Power 

and that this condition wouldn't even exist if it weren't for universal belief in two powers. 

 

And so you'll put the book down, and you'll contemplate the subject of one Power. And, of 

course, since God is that one Power, you are back again to contemplating the subject of God. And 

so we have God as Power, God as infinite Power. But now, if God is infinite Power, is there any 

power in this condition that we have called sin or disease? If God truly is Omnipotence, all 

Power, is there any power in an effect, in a form? 

 

Now remember, God is the infinite formless. God is the infinite Invisible, and God is infinite 

Power. Then all Power is in the infinite Invisible. And so, there is no power in this form. Whether 

the form is called sickness, infection, contagion, age, climate, whether. Think of this a minute. 

God is Invisible. All Power must be Invisible, if God is infinite. Therefore, there is no power in 

the visible. 

 

And so, let us take in our contemplation for a minute, the seed that we spoke of, I think last night. 

The seed that we are going to plant. Is there any power in that seed? And the answer is no. 

Because the seed is going to remain a seed forever, unless you put it back into its native element. 

When you do, something Invisible begins to operate upon this seed, and in the seed, and through 

the seed. The Invisible operates in the soil, around the seed. And the first thing you know, that 

Invisible something is causing the seed to break open. And then something within the seed to 

sprout, to take root. And eventually to work its way up through the ground. 

 

And as someone wrote me here just this week, they were witness to a plant, a mushroom that had 

grown up through one inch of asphalt and had broken open the asphalt. A mushroom had done 

this. Had the mushroom done it or had the invisible Power that was working through the 

mushroom, this had done it. Because had the mushroom done it, it would have been smashed and 

broken. If we took our hand and tried to smash one inch of asphalt, our hand would be smashed. 

And so, it couldn't have been the mushroom, but it was the invisible Power that was operating in 

and through the mushroom, and it went before the mushroom to make the crooked places straight, 

to remove obstacles, to remove mountains, to remove Red Seas. 

 

So it is, when you are contemplating in your healing work, and you are thinking of the Power of 

God, think of that Power as an invisible Power, and then you will know that there is no power in 

the visible form or effect, but it is the invisible Power that goes through the form and through the 

effect to purify, to cleanse, to maintain, to sustain, to prepare a way for it, to make the crooked 

places straight, to provide many mansions. 

 

You will be surprised, as you contemplate the subject of one Power from a standpoint of its 

invisibility, how quickly you will lose the fear of persons, of things, of conditions, of 

circumstances because now you will have an inner conviction, all Power is in the invisible, and 

therefore, I need not fear what the mortal, the material, the visible can do to me. 

 

Now, the Master says to Pilate, the great temporal power, “thou couldst have no power.” Why? 



Because all power is in the Invisible. Now having come to end of that contemplative meditation 

on the subject of infinite all Power, again, “speak Lord, thy servant heareth. I’m listening. I am 

receptive and responsive.” And then again just a few seconds, five or ten, twenty, thirty of 

silence, of inner peace. And then comes the assurance, and you are through with that meditation. 

 

Probably the next time you sit down, you'll read something, and some problem will be on your 

mind that has to do with Law, and so you will take Law as the subject of your meditation. Law. 

Law. What do I know about Law? Well, the first thing I know is that God is the Law Giver. God 

is the Law Giver? Yes, that's what we're taught. That's what Scripture tells us. God is the Law 

Giver. Is that true? Well, who made the laws of mathematics? Who made the laws of science? 

Who made the laws of automotive engineering? Who made the laws of television? Did man make 

those or did he discover those? 

 

Well, of course, he discovered them. They were already made. The laws of wireless telegraphy, 

the laws of navigation. Nobody invented those. Nobody created those. They were discovered. 

Well, who made them? Well, they must have been here before there was a man on earth. 

Therefore, they always existed in the mind of God. And they existed as Law. The laws of 

mathematics, the laws of aerodynamics, the laws of music, the laws of composition, the laws of 

art, the laws of bridge building, the laws of architecture. No man made them. God was the Law 

Giver. Well, God is Infinite. Therefore, God made all the Laws that exist, and they must all be 

made in the image and likeness of God, because God could not create anything destructive to 

Himself. God could not create anything destructive to His own Creation, for God is Love and 

God is Wisdom. Therefore, all of the Laws that exist are Laws of Wisdom and of Love. 

 

Well, what about these other laws? Laws of disease, laws of sin. Well, they aren't laws at all. 

Because you cannot have God, a Law Giver, and laws of disease and death. No they, it just 

doesn't go in the same world. You can't have light and darkness occupying the same place. You 

can't have life and death occupying the same place. You can't have God and disease occupying 

the same place. Therefore, whatever Laws there are, are Laws of God, and these are Laws of 

good. And anything parading as law, anything counterfeiting law, anything believed to be law, 

which is not of God, is not law and does not have power. Does a judge have power? Does a jury 

have power? No, the Law has Power, and the Law is invisible and impersonal and impartial, for 

the Law is of God.  

 

And so you contemplate the subject of Law. And again, you come to the end of your 

contemplation. “Speak Lord, thy servant heareth.” Now you are receptive. The ears are open and 

in a few moments comes that inner peace, that glow, that something that tells you that this 

meditation is complete. 

 

And, so it is, that whatever subject comes up into your life, whether in the nature of a problem, or 

in the nature of a decision, whatever event comes up must be the subject of meditation. Be 

assured that I mean this that, if you are going out to buy a suit of clothing or a dress, you really 

shouldn't do it without a meditation. Why? Well, it's easy enough to buy clothing humanly, but it 

isn't quite the clothing that you would find and buy or the price you would find it at, if you first 

meditated. Not on buying clothing. Meditate on God as your Wisdom, God as the Love, God as 

your Caretaker, God as that which provides for you. Then out you would go and find that God 

had literally provided for you much better, much more reasonably than your human wisdom 

could have led you to. 

 

Anything that concerns your life is not too small for meditation, and the reason is that the more 

you practice this meditation, the more you come to that place where you do not live by your own 



wisdom or your own power, but where you live by Grace. 

 

Remember, right from the start of this class, it has been made clear to us that we are not to expect 

some far-off God to sit around thinking about us, doing things for us, but rather we are to 

contemplate God. “Ye shall know the Truth,” and then this Truth that we know, this is the Truth 

that goes before us to break the one-inch asphalt, to prepare a place for us, to prepare mansions 

for us. And so, life becomes really a going from one meditation to another, until eventually the 

day comes when you are meditating without sitting down to close your eyes. You are meditating 

while you’re driving your car. Why? Because you’re inwardly contemplating a Truth of Being. 

No matter what you're doing, there's always some little area of consciousness, some little space in 

your mind, wherein you can contemplate reality, even while you're doing the mundane things of 

life. 

 

And so it is that you may use Scripture, or you may use the passages from Infinite Way writings 

to trigger your contemplative meditation. Then you sit down, have your contemplative 

meditation. Then wait for the seal to be set upon it. 

 

Later you will find that after your contemplative meditation that the silent meditation lasts longer. 

One day you will be very much surprised to find that sixty whole seconds have gone by while you 

were in silent meditation, and you thought that it was three, or four, or five. You had lost track of 

time, and only after a minute were propelled back into the world of time and space. As this 

becomes your mode of life, you will find eventually that you’ll be in meditation, after your 

contemplative meditation, two minutes, three minutes, five minutes, ten minutes, without for a 

second being aware of the fact that time is passing. And all of this time, you will be in that 

timeless, spaceless world, which is the kingdom of God. 

 

Question:  This question about health. “Will you say if it is because we are praying amiss when 

we are on the mountaintop and then down in the valley by a claim of illness?” 

 

Answer:  No, no, you must realize this. There is a universal claim of a selfhood apart from God, 

of a law apart from God, of a health apart from God, of a power apart from God, and this is 

always operating. 

 

Now, it is for this reason that people are sick. It is not because of any fault of theirs. It is not 

because of any sins of omission or commission, except the sin of not knowing the truth, the sin of 

ignorance. But all the human race is ignorant, and that is why all the human race suffers sin and 

disease and accident. 

 

Now, in proportion as you live this life of contemplative meditation in which you are 

acknowledging God as the only Power, God as the only Law, God as the only Life, God as the 

only Health, God as the only Being, as you live this contemplative life in which your mind is 

constantly resting in the assurance that all Power is in the Invisible, not in the visible, all of a 

sudden, you are no longer quite so subject to disease. 

 

And, if you will examine the history of families who have lived ten or fifteen or twenty years in 

teachings like Christian Science, and now we find this in the Infinite Way, you will find that their 

history indicates far less disease, far less accident, far less sin, far less of any of the world's 

discords than is normal to the regular run of families. In other words, well to be exact, it has been 

found on checking that in Christian Science families that children only average twenty percent of 

the absences for sickness of those from non-Science families. Now the reason is that in these 

Science families, they do this daily lesson. They are continually reading books, which assure 



them and reassure them of one Power, one Law, and therefore, to that extent, they become free or 

immune from most of the world's claims. 

 

Now, we are finding after fourteen years of the Infinite Way that whereas students in the first two 

or three years of their study are pretty regularly calling upon me, and lately upon some of our 

other students who are practitioners, for help for problems of one nature or another. But I have 

found that after a period of about three years, the calls are few and far between, and by the time 

we are up to six and seven years, we are getting almost no calls from our students, because the 

problems that arise, they are able to handle themselves. I'm speaking now not of all of them, of 

course, but of those who are most serious or those who are most receptive, those who catch the 

inner glimpse of this Principle. 

 

And so it is that you find that your illness or mine is only an occasional affair, and when it is, it is 

not your fault or mine, it is just the heavy pressure of the universal belief, and you'll usually find, 

too, that it will come on days when world news is worst, on days when we're either fearing the 

bomb, or fearing the Russians, or fearing the flu epidemic, or fearing the polio epidemic. Those 

are the days when we are most subject to the ills of the flesh, and it is on those days that we need 

to be even more alert in our realization that you cannot convince me that there is any power in the 

visible universe, in man, or in germs, or in weather, or in infection, or in contagion, or whatnot, 

for I am convinced that God is the only Power, and God is Invisible, and therefore, all Power is in 

the Invisible. 

 

And so it is that as we pray without ceasing, which means knowing the Truth without ceasing, the 

Truth that we know keeps us free. 

 

Now, if you will always remember to impersonalize and never blame yourself, or never blame 

your patient, or your student for their ills, you will have half the victory won. And the other half 

comes with this realization of what we call one Power, but which actually means “no power.” It 

means no power in any form or effect. Is there a fever? Let there be a fever, for there is no power 

in form or effect. Don't fight it. Don't argue with it. Don't try to get rid of it. Recognize. Know the 

Truth that all Power is Invisible governing visible form and effect. And then, you can sit beside 

your patient with fever and rest in the assurance, “I in the midst of thee,” the invisible Power is 

the only Power and that which is visible is not power. 

 

The other day this came to me as I was writing a letter to one who had asked for help that the 

soldiers always say they never fear the bullet they can hear. Why? It has already gone by. And the 

thought came to me, too, why fear the condition that we can see, or hear, or taste, or touch, or 

smell, since it has already gone by? The Power itself is in the Invisible. Try it and see how you 

lose your fear. Once your fear is lost of any person or condition, they have no hold over you 

whatsoever. 

 

Question:  “What has to be done when physical exhaustion seems to hold the fort?” 

 

Answer:  Well, the same thing. Ah, when physical exhaustion is really present, the best thing to 

do is not fight it, but to lie down, and, or sit down, and just agree with thine adversary. All right, 

let me sit here or let me lie here and wait for you to pass. Certainly there's no power in you. 

Certainly God never made an absence of God. Because all that exhaustion could be is an absence 

of God. Because in the Presence of God, you know there’s enough strength to break open one-

inch asphalt. And that's not exhaustion. And so God never made an absence of Himself. So God 

never made an exhaustion, and I can sit here and wait for this belief to pass by. And if you do not 

fight it, you will find that it will pass by. 



 

Question:  “Should thought be concentrated for our supply, that is, house, sufficient money for 

our needs, to have holidays, little luxuries, and entertainments?” 

 

Answer:  Absolutely not, for that would be a sin. If you really want to commit a sin, take thought 

for what you shall eat, or what you shall drink, or wherewithal you shall be clothed, after the 

Master told you not to do it. 

 

You will find that subject covered in the pamphlet on supply in the Chapter in “The Infinite Way” 

on Supply and somewhere in every one of the writings. Take no thought for what you shall eat, or 

what you shall drink, or wherewithal you shall be clothed, because you will be back in the, some 

of the New Thought teachings. And that has nothing whatsoever to do with The Infinite Way or 

any of the mystical teachings. Under no circumstances are we ever to be tempted to take thought 

for things. Our meditation is for the contemplation and the realization of God, and when we have 

attained the realization of God, all things are added unto us. 

 

I covered that in some of the tapes, where I brought back to remembrance the story of 1900, when 

a magazine article appeared in the states telling us how our industry would soon be very badly 

off. Why? We weren't producing enough horses, and without horses we couldn't move industry, 

and so we must do something about it. And I suppose if we had been metaphysicians, the thing to 

do would be to pray for more horses. And the next year automobiles were on the road, and horses 

weren't needed anymore, and what would we had done, if God had given us a lot of horses? How 

foolish it is to pray for horses. How do you know that we need horses? The magazine article said 

so, but it didn't consult God, or God would have announced that there would be automobiles. 

 

Some years ago, the magazines were filled with articles about what is going to happen to us, 

because we are running out of oil. Well, the first thing that happened was a man invented a drill, 

or pump, whatever they called it, that drew up the oil, that worked in circular manner and 

quadrupled the amount of oil that could be brought up from a well. And the first thing you know, 

the companies were destroying the patent of this instrument for fear that they’d be an 

overproduction. But it didn't do them any good, because right after that they discovered these 

tremendous fields in Canada. And there's supposed to be enough oil in Canada to take care of the 

world for as long as we'll need it, until atomic power comes in. And, of course, I don't have to tell 

you who read the newspapers that the world is so filled with oil today that they can't find ways 

even of giving it away. 

 

So, what would be the use of praying for oil? Why not turn to God for enlightenment? And if 

more oil is needed, be assured God will quickly reveal where we are to find it, or how we are to 

produce it, or where we are to get a substitute for it. For God has not created us to leave us 

hanging in space. God has not created us to leave us black food. 

 

Ah, yes, there was another great idea that our great college professors thought up, without having 

referred to God. You may remember a year ago, the press was filled with this problem of 

overpopulation and what to do about it, and the brilliant solution that came up, let's murder most 

of the population and most of the unborn population and that will leave just enough of us to 

divide up the food that is already here. 

 

Well, they were well on the way to making that a very popular program. Even our good friend, 

Lowell Thomas, was out on the lecture platform lecturing for it, when lo and behold, a praying 

man in Israel discovered how to bring fresh water from the ocean for just a few cents, and he sent 

to the states and had a machine made, and this machine is now drawing fresh water out of the 



ocean for the wilderness in Israel. And meanwhile, three more of these machines are being built, 

so that eventually the wilderness will be blossoming. The wilderness will be producing more 

food, and you don't hear any more now about the explosion of population. You don't hear 

anything in the press about let's murder half the population. No, because when you turn to the 

Father within, you will learn a great secret about God. God did not create this universe to destroy 

it. God did not create us, and then leave us without food, or clothing, or housing. God did not 

create us and leave us without, whatever it is, that is necessary for our experience. 

 

And therefore, never fear shortages. Always go to the Father within, and don't pray for horses, 

and don't pray for murders, and don't pray for, whatever it is, the world wants to pray for. Pray 

only for God's Grace, for the Light, which God can give us. The illumination of His Plan. And 

you'll find that as soon as all runs out, and I'm sure it will, that we'll have atomic energy. And so 

it will be with everything. There is no provision in the kingdom of God for the destruction of 

God's kingdom. 

 

Question:  “People are said to be able to communicate with those who have made the transition 

into the next phase of existence. Certain people are evidently able to clearly remember 

happenings in this life when they pass on, yet one does not hear of people remembering a life 

before what the material world calls birth.” 

 

Answer:  Well, you may not have heard of it, but there are those who have met one on this earth 

and recognized their wife of a former life, and mystical literature contains such references. I'm 

sorry that the subject has never been of sufficient importance for me to memorize where it is to be 

found, but I do know that, in my reading, I have discovered such instances. And, of course, even 

if it had never happened, it would not change the fact of there being those experiences, and the 

possibility of them. Just like very few people in this world ever become aware of their previous 

lives, but everyone who has ever had occasion to know it has been made aware of it. And there 

are thousands of people in the world, and of the past, who have had the experience of knowing 

something about one or more of their previous lifetimes because some occasion arose when it was 

necessary for them to know. 

 

Question:  “If God created all, and everything was perfect, how did there arise even a suggestion 

of the illusion of evil and a universal belief in two powers?” 

 

Answer:  There is but one Power, and as far as I know, there may not be anyone else in all-of-the 

world who believes in two powers. At one time, I completely believed in it. By degrees, I have 

lost that belief, until, at the present time, that particular belief in two powers has far less operation 

in my consciousness than before I came into this awareness. And so I must bring to your light 

this. There is a transcendental Consciousness. There is a Consciousness beyond that which is your 

human mind or mine.  

 

Now, there is no spiritual Power in your human mind. There is no spiritual Power in what you 

know or what you learn. Spiritual Power is embraced in a something that was called, that “mind 

which was also in Christ Jesus.” It was called, transcendental Consciousness. In India, it is called 

Buddhi or the Buddha mind. In Japan, it is called Satori. And once the state of Satori is attained, 

or once the state of Buddhi or Buddha mind is attained, or once the Christ mind is attained, you 

will find there are not two powers operating. And therefore, all that we can know is that we 

entertain that which is called a human sense of mind, and that it is composed of two powers, and 

that the only origin for it is revealed in the second Chapter of Genesis, where we are taught that 

the acceptance of the belief in two powers brought about this human mind with its woes. 

 



How it could have happened when there is a transcendental Mind, which really is Infinite and all, 

can only be explained on this basis, that in and within the scope of the transcendental Mind, there 

is but one Power. And that whatever exists outside of that scope exists only as maya, or an 

illusory sense, and actually has no existence, and having no existence cannot be explained.  

 

I would cite this illustration. The city, the nonexistent city that you sometimes see out in the 

desert cannot be explained, for it has no existence. Or the body of water that is sometimes seen 

out in the desert, the nonexistent body of water, cannot be explained, for it has no existence. 

 

And so it is, that this, which we call all that constitutes this veil of tears, this earthly existence, 

that has birth and death, this is the product of an illusory sense that has no existence and only for 

that reason cannot be explained. 

 

Now, this idea that because the spiritual Consciousness is Infinite and all, that because of this 

there cannot be an illusory sense, is based primarily on the superstitious concept of God as being 

some kind of a super papa with a big club that won't allow anything else to have existence. If you 

will think of God as Consciousness, you will then understand why it is possible for an individual 

to believe that two times two are five, even though there is no such thing in existence, never has 

been, never could be, as two times two is five. 

 

As a matter of fact, there never was a flat world. There never was a square world. And yet you 

can see how in our ignorance, we could accept appearances through illusory sense and behold that 

which never existed. And now try to explain what happened to that square world, what happened 

to that flat world, what happened to all those Biblical passages that the church fought so hard to 

retain. That caused them even to imprison and murder all those men who claimed that the world 

was round. 

 

So it is, I can’t personally see how to explain the nonexistent. I do not know how to explain that 

which of I have already seen has no existence. If something more satisfying to the human mind 

comes along, I'm sure we'll all be happy to know about it. At this moment, let me say this. 

 

There is a transcendental state of Consciousness, which is something beyond your thinking, 

reasoning mind. And it is this, that not only is our salvation on the mystical path, but it is the 

reason for our persecution in our present state of existence. A short time ago, the attorney general 

of the United States, one of the president's cabinet, set out on a tour of prosecution. What he 

actually wanted to achieve was the closing up of these diploma mills, these organizations that sell 

you a title of doctor or a reverend for seventy-five dollars, or a hundred and fifty dollars, or for 

three months of study, or something of that nature. And the people who worked hard for their 

titles of reverend or doctor didn't enjoy this idea of thousands of people walking around calling 

themselves reverend and doctor, because they happened to have seventy-five dollars or three 

month’s time to spare. And so finally, the attorney general started on a campaign to close up 

those, what he named diploma mills. 

 

Now, as far as that goes, he was all right, and he was on very solid ground. But in doing this, he 

started to attack the basic premise of metaphysics. And he wanted us all thrown into jail. And he 

cited this as his reason that metaphysicians claim that disease isn't real, and so we're endangering 

the whole world, and we really ought to be punished. 

 

But now you see, from the standpoint of the human mind, isn't he correct? Isn't it right that 

disease is power? Doesn't the cemeteries all over the world testify to the power of disease in the 

human mind? Certainly. How can you deny the power of disease in the human mind, where there 



is a belief in two powers, but look at the miracle. The very moment you bring that disease into the 

realm of one with transcendental Consciousness, let us take Jesus Christ who said, “What did 

hinder you? Pick up your bed and walk,” to a crippled man. To a blind man:  “open your eyes.” 

 

Now remember this. To the attorney general, you know that that must be foolishness. For the 

things of God are foolishness with man. But to transcendental Consciousness, aren't we healing 

these diseases? Aren't we lifting people out of lack and limitation? Aren't we doing more to heal 

sin than any other known form of religious practice? Well, certainly. The whole world in this 

generation is opening itself. All of the churches are investigating spiritual healing. Why? Because 

we have demonstrated for 90 years that those with transcendental Consciousness can make unreal 

that which the human mind considers real. 


